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Hello there, comrades! Long time no see!
I'm glad to see you finally found your way
here! I bet you're thinking 'is this game

anything like communism?'. Indeed it is, but
not in the way you're thinking. Communism
is nice, and all - but we all know that, it's fair

to say that communism is... boring. So let
me introduce you to my game. A game

that's a little more fun, a little more... um...
what's the word I'm looking for...?

Communist? Yes! That's it! Let me introduce
you to AdVenture Communist. It’s a new

game, it's fun and I hope you enjoy it. And
I'm sure you will. Anyone can play

AdVenture Communist, we'll take care of
you from the very beginning - whether you
like it or not. The same goes to your farms,

factories and technology - we'll help you
through every stage. Whether you’re a

green potato farmer, a roaring capitalist or
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even a rebel worker. AdVenture Communist
is a versatile game, and we love variety - so

if you’re looking for a niche game, then
AdVenture Communist is the game for you.
AdVenture Communist is free to play, you
can sell your items in the pawn shop for

some extra money and you can even buy
some upgrades using our virtual money. Oh,

don't worry - we don't care if you try to
cheat the game, but if you get caught, we
will take away all of your money and all of

your items and block you from trying to play
again until you are willing to pay us! I guess
that's a bit much for you, huh? Well, I hope
you understand. Speaking of cheating, yes,
we do reward you for trying to cheat. When

you get a few new cash items and get
caught, we'll give you something special.
You can buy an invincible worker that will

keep on working forever! Just keep in mind
that he’s really quite useless - you can’t
move him, you can't attack him, and he
doesn’t learn anything. At the end of the

day, he’s a free way to get a few things and
the rest is up to you, but if you want to try,
you can get some deadly stuff from him!
Some hints! You can click and drag your

mouse to move your little characters around

Protonwar Features Key:
 Unlocking Heroes of Legend: The three heroes are well known from the

previous "Eagles Return", including Hela, Kubera and Beibei. In addition, new
heroes are introduced based on the development of the character attributes.

Go and enjoy them!

Unlockable Heroes of Legend: Don't miss this amazing opportunity,
players can race to get the other heroes. If you get the three heroes,
the other heroes' attributes are unlocked.
Matching Characters: In multiplayer, player can unlock matching
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attributes, characters. Then he can use them in multiplayer to get rich
rewards. It is very interesting!
Legendary Heroes: By unlocking all the action cards, players can
unlock the legendary heroes, which can turn into three attires and
transform into the hero of his choice.
Treasure Chest Cards: Treasure chest cards will be more valuable
when players clear more stages. Not only that, treasure chest cards
can be used in the Heroes of Legend adventure and you can increase
the number to collect them.

More to Unlocked: More matches and the more chances to get
triple treasures and big warriors, the more rewards players can
get. Naturally, more matches are needed. An unprecedented
amount of heroes, differences and surprises of elements await
you all the time.
Super Reward: Players will get rewards when they unlock the
treasure chests. In addition to the treasure chest cards, heroes'
attributes and legendaries can also be unlocked.

4x4 Element Adventure: You have four elements, support them to
unlock the adventure tasks. Adventure elements will be more valuable
when you reach more stages!
Team Mission: It is a continuous race to ensure all the heroes are
unlocked, and the team can also play it on their own as many times as
they want. Come and join our Eagles Expedition!

Heroes of Legend:

HEROES OF LEGEND:
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